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Standard RL control models very far from reality
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Reality is much more complex:
- Muscles
- Tendons
- Skin
- Reflexes, sensorimotor loops etc. 

Can the body’s complexity simplify the problem?

Reality is much more complex:
- Muscles
- Tendons
- Skin
- Reflexes etc. 

Human and animal bodies suggest a hierarchical approach that 
leverages lower-level circuitry and embodiment.



Differential Extrinsic Plasticity (DEP)

The Playful Machine – Der, Martius (2011)
Novel plasticity rule can explain the development of sensorimotor intelligence  - Der, Martius (2015)

“Interesting” natural behaviours
generated by DEP plasticity over 
a wide variety of agents and 
situations



How it works

• Simple plasticity rule spontaneously generates a variety of goalless, 
environmentally-aware, edge-of-chaotic behaviours

Motor Activation Plasticity
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𝜅 – feedback strength
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Novel plasticity rule can explain the development of sensorimotor intelligence  - Der, Martius (2015)



DEP driving OpenAI Gym Reacher-v2



Can we use complex behaviours generated by DEP to 
enhance learning?
• Enhance

• The skill level (reward 
obtained)

• The sample efficiency (speed 
of learning)

• Different approaches:
• Learn to switch between 

behaviours generated by DEP-
enabled sensorimotor loops 
(hierarchical RL)

• Use DEP-generated behaviour
to improve exploration for off-
policy Reinforcement Learning 
algorithms
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Leveraging pre-existing complexity

• Creatio ex nihlo in videogames
• Elite on the BBC Micro (1984): universe created from 

Fibonacci series
• Procedural Generation now an established technique
• Creating data from nothing

• Physical Reservoir Computing
• Exploit the complex dynamics of physical systems as 

information processing devices

Nakajima (2020), Physical reservoir computing—an introductory perspective 


